series

400

accessories
Scrims

DBD400 Eight leaf barn
door. Each large leaf has two
clips to hold gel filters.
Weight: 150 g (5.3 oz)

DSCFS400 Full scrim, single
Light reduction of 25 % (1/2 stop)
DSCFD400 Full scrim, double
Light reduction 50 % (1 stop)

DSCFS400
DBD400

DFH400 Gel filter holder
Constructed out of two metal
frames which slide inside each
other. Accepts any type of heat
resistant gel filter.
Size: 12.8 x 12.8 cm (5 x 5 " )
Weight: 22 g (0.7 oz)

DSCS1/2-400 Half scrim, single
Covers only 1/2 of light exit.
Reduces light for half angle of
beam. 360° rotatable.
DSCD1/2-400 Half scrim, double

DSCFD400

DSCG400 Graduated scrim

DFH400

DGRADF400 Graduated
neutral gray glass filter with
dichroic coating

DGRADF400

DSCK400 Scrim kit
Includes DSCFS400, DSCFD400,
DSCS1/2-400, DSCD1/2-400,
DSCG400

DSCG400

Soft edge transition from clear
glass to neutral gray, available in
three densities. NDO3 (one stop),
NDO6 (two stops), NDO9 (three
stops). Great help in smoothing
light distribution when lighting
from an angle. Weight: 96 g
(3.4 oz.)

Pouches
DPACP400
Imager accessory pouch
Four compartments for gobos,
scrims, filters, framing shutters, etc.
DPACP400

DSCP400 Scrim pouch
Pouch for scrims and filter holders.

DPLS400 Light shield ring
DPLS400

Prevents stray light from exiting light
head when no filter accessory is
used. Weight: 43 g (1.5 oz.)

DSCGP400 Scrim pouch
Pouch for scrims, filter holders and
precut gel filters.

DTCF400
DSCP400

DTCF400 Dichroic tungsten
conversion filter

DSCGP400

DEB400H
Mounting bracket with clamp

Weight: 86 g (3 oz.)

For mounting DEB400DT electronic
ballast to lighting stand.
Weight: 138 g

DDCF400 Dichroic daylight
conversion filter
DDCF400

Mounting

Weight: 99 g (3.5 oz.)

DST400
dedolight stackable stand
DEB400H

DLSWI1000 1000 W Inverter

DLSWI1000
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Allows powering the DEB400DT
electronic ballast from a car
battery or other 12 V DC source.
Size: 35 x 20.5 x 11 cm
(13.8 x 8.1 x 4.3 " )
Weight: 6.5 kg (14.3 lbs)

Height: collapsed 107 cm (3.5 ' ),
max. 366 cm (12 ' ), Weight:
2.1 kg (4,6 lbs)
DST400S
dedolight stackable stand

DST400

PanAura®/Octodome 5 soft case.
Height: collapsed 86 cm (2.8 ' ),
max 237 cm (7.7 ' )
Weight: 1.2 kg (2.65 lbs)

